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Dynamic Networks: Putting the Pieces TogetherDynamic Networks: Putting the Pieces Together
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Modeling Dynamic Networks: Modeling Dynamic Networks: 
Challenges and AdvancesChallenges and Advances

 Target area for our project, with many challenges:Target area for our project, with many challenges:
 Parameterizing models in a sensible and computable wayParameterizing models in a sensible and computable way

 Models must reflect phenomenological understanding, but must Models must reflect phenomenological understanding, but must 
also scale to real dataalso scale to real data

 Making inference both principledMaking inference both principled and and practical practical
 Want accurate estimates, but can't wait forever for resultsWant accurate estimates, but can't wait forever for results

 Dealing with rich, dynamic dataDealing with rich, dynamic data
 Real-world problems involve systems with complex covariates Real-world problems involve systems with complex covariates 

(e.g., geography, external events) that change over time(e.g., geography, external events) that change over time

 Significant progress on several frontsSignificant progress on several fronts
 Panel data models, relational event models, latent structure Panel data models, relational event models, latent structure 

models (see other talks, posters today!)models (see other talks, posters today!)

 This talk: some highlights and insights from one This talk: some highlights and insights from one 
"thread" of this research"thread" of this research



  

Scalability Scalability 

 General problem: need to be able to model General problem: need to be able to model 
dynamic networks of reasonable sizedynamic networks of reasonable size
 Increasing number of data sets (including our Increasing number of data sets (including our 

own) with 100s/1000s of vertices, time pointsown) with 100s/1000s of vertices, time points
 Important for questions regarding large Important for questions regarding large 

organizations, disasters, other complex settingsorganizations, disasters, other complex settings

 At project start, primary approach (SIENA) At project start, primary approach (SIENA) 
limited to tens of vertices, fewer time pointslimited to tens of vertices, fewer time points

 General temporal ERGM (TERGM) difficult, General temporal ERGM (TERGM) difficult, 
but there are workarounds (as we shall see)but there are workarounds (as we shall see)



  

Vertex Set DynamicsVertex Set Dynamics
 Essentially Essentially 

overlooked overlooked 
problem in network problem in network 
literature: vertex literature: vertex 
set size, set size, 
composition composition 
changes with timechanges with time

 Extreme problem Extreme problem 
for phenomena like for phenomena like 
mass convergence mass convergence 
in disasters, in disasters, 
mortality, etc.mortality, etc.

 More subtle issue More subtle issue 
when vertex when vertex 
covariates are covariates are 
presentpresent

Time-Evolution of the Hurricane Katrina EMONTime-Evolution of the Hurricane Katrina EMON
(from Butts et al., 2010)(from Butts et al., 2010)



  

Context Effects: Spatial ContextContext Effects: Spatial Context

 Large-scale networks are usually geographically distributedLarge-scale networks are usually geographically distributed

 Important to capture these effects (but computation a challenge)Important to capture these effects (but computation a challenge)

Choctaw, MS (N= 9,758) w/SpatialChoctaw, MS (N= 9,758) w/Spatial
Bernoulli Realization (from Butts, 2010)Bernoulli Realization (from Butts, 2010)



  

Context Effects: Temporal ContextContext Effects: Temporal Context

 Human, organizational behavior shaped by seasonal mechanismsHuman, organizational behavior shaped by seasonal mechanisms

 Need to capture seasonal, episodic influences on network evolutionNeed to capture seasonal, episodic influences on network evolution

Seasonal and Period Effects in Volatility of English-Language BlogSeasonal and Period Effects in Volatility of English-Language Blog
Networks, 2004 Electoral Cycle (from Butts and Cross, 2009)Networks, 2004 Electoral Cycle (from Butts and Cross, 2009)



  

Context Effects: External ForcingContext Effects: External Forcing

 If all that weren't If all that weren't 
enough, networks enough, networks 
experience experience 
external external 
perturbationsperturbations

 External forcing is External forcing is 
itself dynamic; on itself dynamic; on 
large scales, large scales, 
geography can geography can 
also matteralso matter
 May not affect all May not affect all 

vertices equallyvertices equally
Hurricane Katrina Storm TrackHurricane Katrina Storm Track

(from Butts et al., 2010)(from Butts et al., 2010)



  

Getting to Scalability: the Lagged Getting to Scalability: the Lagged 
Logistic Network ModelLogistic Network Model

 Most serious obstacle to scalability: the ERG Most serious obstacle to scalability: the ERG 
normalizing factornormalizing factor

 Approximate workaround: assume conditional Approximate workaround: assume conditional 
dependence of edges, given the pastdependence of edges, given the past
 Introduced by Robins and Pattison (2001), extended by Introduced by Robins and Pattison (2001), extended by 

Hanneke and Xing (2007) and othersHanneke and Xing (2007) and others

 We extend existing practice by relaxing Markov assumption, We extend existing practice by relaxing Markov assumption, 
adding vertex set dynamicsadding vertex set dynamics

 Consequence: lagged logistic network modelConsequence: lagged logistic network model
 Network at time Network at time tt is modeled as logistic regression on prior  is modeled as logistic regression on prior 

states, along w/covariatesstates, along w/covariates

 Allows us to leverage extensive machine learning literature Allows us to leverage extensive machine learning literature 
on fast logistic regression for sparse matriceson fast logistic regression for sparse matrices



  

Adding in Vertex DynamicsAdding in Vertex Dynamics
 When the vertex set also evolves, we include it within the When the vertex set also evolves, we include it within the 

same frameworksame framework

 Support assumption: Support assumption: VVtt is drawn from some maximal set  is drawn from some maximal set VV

 Dependence assumptions: adjacency matrix Dependence assumptions: adjacency matrix YYtt depends on  depends on 

current vertex set, current vertex set, VVtt; both ; both ZZtt=(=(YYtt,,VVtt)) can depend on past  can depend on past ZZt-kt-k=(=(YYt-kt-k,,VVt-kt-k))  

(generally up to some fixed (generally up to some fixed 
kk))

 Assuming that each Assuming that each YYij,tij,t, , VVi,ti,t are independent given the above leads  are independent given the above leads 

to a joint logistic formulation:to a joint logistic formulation:

 Net result: flexible framework (TERGM subfamily) that Net result: flexible framework (TERGM subfamily) that 
readily scales to thousands of vertices/time pointsreadily scales to thousands of vertices/time points
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Behavioral Interpretability: Behavioral Interpretability: 
Stochastic Choice DynamicsStochastic Choice Dynamics

 Simple bridge from choice theory to network Simple bridge from choice theory to network 
dynamicsdynamics

 Core assumptionsCore assumptions
 Edge states unilaterally controlled (e.g., by sending actor)Edge states unilaterally controlled (e.g., by sending actor)

 Edge states may be reset at each time pointEdge states may be reset at each time point

 Edge state decisions made myopically, simultaneously, and Edge state decisions made myopically, simultaneously, and 
in isolation; can depend upon past states or past/current in isolation; can depend upon past states or past/current 
environment, but not other decisions at same time pointenvironment, but not other decisions at same time point

 Propensity to select a state (log odds) linear in expected Propensity to select a state (log odds) linear in expected 
utility difference to actor under conjectural variationsutility difference to actor under conjectural variations

 Compare w/actor oriented framework of Snijders; Compare w/actor oriented framework of Snijders; 
we relax restriction on backward-looking behaviorwe relax restriction on backward-looking behavior



  

Stochastic Choice DynamicsStochastic Choice Dynamics
 Above implies that Above implies that PrPr((YYtt== yytt)=)=∏∏ijij   PrPr((YYijij ,, tt== yyijij ,, tt))

 YYtt  state of adjacency structure at time  state of adjacency structure at time tt

 Probability can depend on any past state of Probability can depend on any past state of YY, external , external 
covariates, etc.covariates, etc.

 Behavioral rule implies logistic choice: Behavioral rule implies logistic choice: 

 thus,thus,

 which is the lagged logistic network modelwhich is the lagged logistic network model

logitPr(Yij;t = 1) = ln
Pr(Yij;t = 1)

Pr(Yij;t = 0)

= ui (Y jYij;t = 1)¡ ui (Y jYij;t = 0)

Pr(Yij;t = 1) =
exp [ui (Y jYij;t = 1)]

exp [ui (Y jYij;t = 1)] + exp [ui (Y jYij;t = 0)]



  

Example Case: Hurricane KatrinaExample Case: Hurricane Katrina
 Dynamic network of 1,577 Dynamic network of 1,577 

organizations mobilized in organizations mobilized in 
the 13 days following storm the 13 days following storm 
formationformation
 Daily snapshots; inclusion Daily snapshots; inclusion 

based on response activity, based on response activity, 
edges reflect collaboration on edges reflect collaboration on 
response tasksresponse tasks

 Network shows classic Network shows classic 
pattern of mass convergencepattern of mass convergence
 Grows from 13 to 775 Grows from 13 to 775 

organizations in a matter of organizations in a matter of 
daysdays

 Geographical effects, Geographical effects, 
extreme heterogeneityextreme heterogeneity



  

Katrina Edge Model HighlightsKatrina Edge Model Highlights
Some evidence of Some evidence of 
preferential preferential 
attachment, apparent attachment, apparent 
coordinative coordinative 
brokerage (per Spiro)brokerage (per Spiro)

Homophily by org Homophily by org 
type, but not by scale type, but not by scale 
of operations; of operations; 
proximity in the proximity in the 
"lineage" structure "lineage" structure 
(Butts, 2009) (Butts, 2009) 
importantimportant

Fairly strong Fairly strong 
propinquity effects propinquity effects 
from pre-disaster HQ from pre-disaster HQ 
location, despite location, despite 
emergent nature of emergent nature of 
the networkthe network



  

Katrina Vertex Model HighlightsKatrina Vertex Model Highlights
Overall positive Overall positive 
feedback; orgs feedback; orgs 
with more with more 
collaborations collaborations 
also more likely also more likely 
to remain to remain 
mobilizedmobilized

In general, the In general, the 
mobilization of mobilization of 
other similar/ other similar/ 
proximate orgs proximate orgs 
encourages encourages 
mobilization mobilization 
(though scale/ (though scale/ 
state/lineage are state/lineage are 
heterophilous)heterophilous)

Mobilization Mobilization 
slightly enhanced slightly enhanced 
by being farther by being farther 
from storm trackfrom storm track



  

On Knowing Who Will Show UpOn Knowing Who Will Show Up



  

On Knowing Who Will Show UpOn Knowing Who Will Show Up

●"Best case" model with correct vertex set prediction "Best case" model with correct vertex set prediction 
tracks network evolution fairly welltracks network evolution fairly well

●"Worst case" model with simplistic vertex set "Worst case" model with simplistic vertex set 
component does horriblycomponent does horribly

●Bottom line: to predict edge structure, you need to Bottom line: to predict edge structure, you need to 
know know whowho will show up! will show up!



  

Example Case: DNC/RNC BlogsExample Case: DNC/RNC Blogs
 Interactions among partisan Interactions among partisan 

political blogs during the 2004 political blogs during the 2004 
electoral cycleelectoral cycle

 Dynamic network of 47 blogs Dynamic network of 47 blogs 
over 121 day periodover 121 day period
 34 credentialed for DNC, 14 for 34 credentialed for DNC, 14 for 

RNC (1 both)RNC (1 both)

 Sampled 4 times daily, for 484 Sampled 4 times daily, for 484 
time pointstime points

 Example of interaction among Example of interaction among 
contending partiescontending parties

 Opportunity to study seasonal, Opportunity to study seasonal, 
period effects on behaviorperiod effects on behavior



  

Blog Network Edge Model: HighlightsBlog Network Edge Model: Highlights
Payoff to ingroup citations Payoff to ingroup citations 
higher than cross-group higher than cross-group 
citations (but less true for citations (but less true for 
RNC on a per-tie basis)RNC on a per-tie basis)

Clique and two-path Clique and two-path 
embeddedness act as embeddedness act as 
citation incentives; tend to citation incentives; tend to 
cite others who are widely cite others who are widely 
cited, but not to cite those cited, but not to cite those 
with many out-citationswith many out-citations

Reciprocation pays off, but Reciprocation pays off, but 
not in one's own group!  not in one's own group!  
(Deference vs conflict)(Deference vs conflict)

Temporal effects, including Temporal effects, including 
interactions and period interactions and period 
effectseffects



  

Behavioral SeasonalityBehavioral Seasonality



  

Behavioral SeasonalityBehavioral Seasonality

●Baseline propensity to form edges changes both by day and by weekBaseline propensity to form edges changes both by day and by week
●Highest at the start of the day, declining as the day goes onHighest at the start of the day, declining as the day goes on
●Builds and recedes during the week, lowest during the weekendBuilds and recedes during the week, lowest during the weekend



  

Behavioral SeasonalityBehavioral Seasonality

●Other mechanisms also show daily seasonalityOther mechanisms also show daily seasonality
●Inertia highest in early/mid-morning, and in early eveningInertia highest in early/mid-morning, and in early evening
●Sensitivity to others' popularity highest at night (when tie formation Sensitivity to others' popularity highest at night (when tie formation 
tendencies also strongest); suggests attention shifttendencies also strongest); suggests attention shift



  

Directions and Discoveries: Directions and Discoveries: 
Vertex DynamicsVertex Dynamics

 Vertex set model critical for dynamic network Vertex set model critical for dynamic network 
predictionprediction
 Network size largely controls density, which shapes Network size largely controls density, which shapes 

other factorsother factors
 Vertex identities matterVertex identities matter

 Vertices carry their history and their covariates with them - Vertices carry their history and their covariates with them - 
errors in vertex prediction thus propagate into the edge modelerrors in vertex prediction thus propagate into the edge model

 When activity distributions skewed, accurate prediction of When activity distributions skewed, accurate prediction of 
participation by a few "key players" can be critical to capturing participation by a few "key players" can be critical to capturing 
other network propertiesother network properties

 Some current directionsSome current directions
 Models for co-occurence (Smyth group)Models for co-occurence (Smyth group)
 "Open system" models from Dirichlet processes "Open system" models from Dirichlet processes 



  

Directions and Discoveries: Directions and Discoveries: 
Context EffectsContext Effects

 Internal dynamics are not enoughInternal dynamics are not enough
 Need temporal, spatial, contextual covariates to predict networks in Need temporal, spatial, contextual covariates to predict networks in 

realistic settingsrealistic settings

 Time matters in complex waysTime matters in complex ways
 Both edge structure and vertex set affected by past historyBoth edge structure and vertex set affected by past history

 Mechanisms of action themselves change due to biological (e.g., sleep), Mechanisms of action themselves change due to biological (e.g., sleep), 
institutional (e.g., work week), and other factorsinstitutional (e.g., work week), and other factors

 Geography matters, but not just as a baselineGeography matters, but not just as a baseline
 In large networks, external forcing can be spatially contained; need to In large networks, external forcing can be spatially contained; need to 

know when and where key events happenknow when and where key events happen

 Some current directionsSome current directions
 Dynamic latent feature models (Smyth group)Dynamic latent feature models (Smyth group)

 Geospatial computation, modeling for networks (Butts, Eppstein, Geospatial computation, modeling for networks (Butts, Eppstein, 
Goodrich, Mount groups)Goodrich, Mount groups)



  

ConclusionConclusion

 We have made some exciting advances in We have made some exciting advances in 
our ability to model complex, dynamic our ability to model complex, dynamic 
networksnetworks

 Substantive advances as well as Substantive advances as well as 
methodological onesmethodological ones

 Many new directions to pursueMany new directions to pursue
 Problem illustrates benefits of our Problem illustrates benefits of our 

interdisciplinary approachinterdisciplinary approach
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